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easier<fiQ,obtain. The change is
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v- oi,,,, _ _ 1, _ — moves that have been made over the
"G@n@T911Y Spefiklngvilf Y@u“1lV@~'-@last,few_¥ears to make libraries a
in mere than one eiehth ef the ~ ~@ra@uaee profession“ have widene
building, Y@u'll qualify 50? R@t@ ed the hierarchy out even further?
Relief. Before, you had to live in
more than one half." Strangely, It
can't remember the press head—
lining this rates reduction...
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DoE Mole

Job Report : ea

sand so lead to a frustration and
vdespair of ever making the present
public library service better. To
give an example of this inherent
attitude, there are ‘senior’ and
 'junior' staff - i.e. professional
and non-professional staff. This
pmeans that the professional staff
take more monei for t ‘ ~ -_ _ _ _ e e ,'f  y he responsi

Librarians Against Literacy. v biliti@s*»he1d, while one must I
conclude that the"non;professionals

MuCh radical liteiatufe i5 QR dare paid to be irresponsible. So,
?h@ theme Of @0mmunltY @OntTOla b9  because of this professionalism
iit'medical self-help, legal self-
defence, housing etc. All this
(of course) presumes that the v

pkick, there are jobs that are for
‘senior’ staff only. However, this
does not work out in practice for

P@OPl@ 0@n0@rn@d can 86? at th@ umany jobs marked"professionai'
information that is needed to work grg handed Over to non- rOfe  '_ _ _ _ , e x I p ssion~
within th@iT.@T@fl(S) Of 0Ofi0@rfl- i a1" staff to do. That is, we have
Indeed, many eelf—helP €T@uPe'6XiSt, para-professionals who do profess—e
andmany individuals dO.h&V€ the igngl wgrk’ bub whQ'S gglarigs arg
knowledge about how they obtain
information ”butYfor"man theYexpression igo to the library’ (to
find out) is the best help that
they will recieve. However, perhaps
that is the start of the problem,
for the way in which public—libra—
ries operate, and the way in which
library staff are trained_and
expected to do their ‘ob can bec J - -seen,as a problem area. This opinion

not enhanced as aresult. If there
were a refusal to do jobs which
staff were not being paid for, then
many libraries would have long
queues at all desks and very limit-
ed services. However, there exists
a tradition of "Public Service"
which has done much to undermine
this from eber happening. The T
instigation of collectives within
the public libraries would help,ie based upon the experience ef~ - but that would solve only part of

working within Th6 pUbliC*1ibT8Iy" the prgblemp ,' -f
system.  
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Wlfmgne is ts understand just
why libraries*are~not~in@the Hg,
business of helping people to help
themselves, encouragingaseliriiv.
education, or indeed any study, then
onemust look at the structure in
which the public library system 
operates. Firstly it must be under-
stood that libraries, as part of
‘local government‘ have mahy_petty
and frustrating problems to overcome,
which are common to all local govt
departments. Within a journal for
radicals, I assume that I do not
have to elaborate this, exeept to
state that even without this  - T
albatross tugging at ones throat,
then there's an elaborate*hierarch-

- |.I |
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Books or Oircuses One of the
 ~ "  major problems

facing the public library system,p
is about just what libraries exist
for. This comes down to a battle
between those who"beEieve that  
libraries are for leisure and
entertainment, and those who would
argue that libraries shbuld be 
providing (before allelse) help
with information and for education.
_The literature on this conflict is
enormous, but with increasing"  
repression, recession and cuts in
education budgets, then we could '
do without the entertainment
aspects (at least for some while to
come). For example, cuts are being
made in the education department

ical system within libraries that ibudggts and SO?thgr¢ is an incr@3s_
15 Part 05 3 VQTY 103% and @i5h0HPi ed demand for text+books..Yet money"
ourable tradition. In fact, the is spent in buying multiple copies
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't1lhThTlhhS h%@lh$t.1lt@Th@Y Qhht-Di there exists moves towards the
x w _  _ - creation of a ‘graduate'profess-
from the best—seller lists, while ion‘, then thereiwill bg even less
h@h@Y fhr B039 thhh Qht COPY Qt librarians that will encourage
itanttri teXt“t?Ok5 ls hOt‘t@;h@ isuch bodies as for example the
._ound, here figfilhg the el1tist_way 'W.E.i., or who will appreciate the
lhxwhlch h@@k 5@l§¢tl0D ls done,  movement for self-education which
mtahg th@5@ Whh hlght hhhh the created the social climate which
h@@@S Within the fifth f@h“SP@0ificWt1enablesepublic-libraries to come
types of literature (or informat— intg b@ing_  y y

~,.-ion), are not necessarily the r , e t- p .  - ~¢ ' v   
P@@Pl@ that 5@l@¢t th@~W@Fk$ that te.' iI_have only briefly outlined
are to be purchased, while long * the framework of frustrations that
Whitihd lists ePP@3T f0? SP€@ifiG "~~face one from within the public- 
titles. The increeslas Q@htT?li$T -.'library system. The petty~minded-
ation of administration within‘  .nsss resulting from ‘library; '
llhThTl@$v is hhhther @SP@@t hf the regulations’, and by-laws you can,
5399 Ph@h1@m- _ , -  ,. imagine. Yet this is not to say ‘
.‘ji ' " ‘ T t,fthat_one is not able to help
..<tS Stated altthdya h Phoffesihhr lpeople to help themselves within

hl~hi@rhT@hY @XiStS Within libr3ri* thetpublicelibraries.....But 111  
es. In comparing like with.like,' . * ' -
'Ohe¢could state that a membership . e i Beetle t
of the libraries associatien (the y ti : —_““““

ll

L.a) is almost equivelant to thebj , . d
membership of doctors in the BLM.h. v
Both are self—perpetuating elites, _ p yr
which function to create a mystique Gotttttttdette ‘ .-
ebeet their Work, and so.helPtt@'tl The following letter was received
boostutheir status and salaries. _. in response to articles in our last
Given time and patience, the issue. - _ .
mysteries of catalogues, classif—   . -
ication systems of information y j _g , .  -, _
(dewey) etc, could beimastered by" itltow Wankttsfi ='vt, 
anyone. However if one wanderst ,t phi tthyttr tullttintinto Ones loval (if nOt.Hll) j number 9 you complain that at the, 
libifiarises, then one will  findtit T Off$1 1%,tl“?‘1‘t?"rl@n,, ‘mlftrehce v
difficult to gain the information. p ttt let 15 yett any tttttpt to
as to just how books are arranggd -CilSC'l,lSS WOII?k.p_]_5;1C€ ,C1I‘§§F:il'llSF;“£tl<:')l'l Was

upoh the shelves. Indeed many" niractlved wlth Complete aptthy""
People are ' often surprisedtm find  he lleuel eI1.6- in the emie ..@»:1eeueei@n.,.; “" _ _ - -. - H - .. 1..

fiction arranged on the shelves in. document t@m@hn_ th?BhQOr_fhilhT@
alphabetic order 11 So how can they' Qt ttttOtO“SYn@1ttllSmfi§Slts
ever be expected to understand such. lnatlilty to tote beyo. the.WOrk“
as dewey, if it is surrounded with. ipltte ‘ IS thls t tephtaslng of
such a mystique. One answer could. ' tttysltgtt ti real%tttC dtmand the
be that it is taught in the schools, tttostltle ‘ *tty_tlStusSlQn_Ot
but that is another question. ~?WOrkpla§@ Organlsing at Rusklna1tOg€ther‘, s t   t new §ollege_@xford University would be

., .i ft _ ,<~ t  workerist"_and_for many there
 I could continue in like vaia,j  .wmilttatti§mt T@@hih€_Ot the

but the frustrations that one faces '“ettlSm which you have ln the Past
within such a system are many3>" Otititistt f9rhaniPuletin€ Yarious
Sitting around the staff—room, day _Sttltl @“@St%@hS and ttctultlng
after day, while what was*on.the_it “FPOE tte_taSlS Qt 8 pltttOtm"'*"
11.1/‘-_' -the night before is tffilkga .1 y i>I‘l't€-1111 t}11€_Di1l"'i Elllfii IWW E-IS

abodt, does not lead to having Q “[; gttuts have hht hQV@d.h@Yhhd the
high regard tier jtheointtéllectualism _“.’@?1<1'>l@~@@ as they are Ilet Yet
of fellow staff"; or for their "”tl.'teytnd work tthenoutot-Work
knowledge of literature. While H ‘ 1 lnvtlutttry llkt unehhloyed

. - -.- _
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(correspondence Cont.)  _ , ' ' macho stupidity of the Right is I

members are still concerned with
getting jobs for various reasons +
more money, harrasment by_Dole*t
Officials etc) and are concerned~a
about the hours worked, conditions
endured etc which is not merely  §
“reformism" but "ffigmting'the day

to day struggle" be it"winning a t
10 minute longer tea-break (by our-
selves)” or "having the union I --
negotiate a shorter working week"

. _even going for a pay increase 1f you
can get away with it. The latter
activities are'hardlymrevolutionary"
but do improve confidence and solid-
arity amongst workers, when Union 
officials get in the way then a I
lesSbn is learnt from direct
experience and possibly direct acti-
on. Whereas ICC like+propaganda
which would merely recruit workers
uponwfihalnhagreement-withMIG@""y“”“
ideology comes across as SWP
"revolutionary leadership" - except
instead.of the trade union vanguard
these intelligentsia project them-
selves as the workers council_
vanguard.   

'1 I I-I‘ ' ' __._1.. .-
. .,.- rum ~

Both trade union members and the
participants in workers assemblies
which delegate workers councils
during sfirikes and occupationsfas 
well as the workers who supporti‘  
community struggles in their locale
areas are forced to compete in the
haranguing dialectical debates
between the Left fractions and run
the gauntlet of paper sellers and

discouraging but allathe more  
reason to put up some resistance;

- Considering the federal basis
of anarcho—syndicalism I see no
lreal conflict between free assoc-
iations of workers be theyg
Autonomous Wbrkers Groups, or
"emerging anarcho-syndicalist local
workers groups and industrial~
federations. Pure syndicalism or
pure councillism I interpret as
pure-shit. The goal of libertarian
communism does not exclude autono-
mous organisation as a means or.
tactic as it is the strategyeof the
"working class acting for itself and

“no'one group can "liberate? them-
~selves without the horizontal co-
operation and coordination of other
workersafThe general strike, move-
ment of occupations and local ,
insurrection will become isolated
find manipulated by local politicia-
ns and c6mpeting Nation_States
unless extended. The Polish workers
choice to support Solidarity ap-
present is I believe to allow Open
organising of the previously clan- 
destine autonomous (from the Polish
State) workers groups.

when the railway workers of West
Berlin who are employed by the East
German Democratic Socialist State
occupied the signal boxes of the I
railway line that joins the East
to the Social Democratic West g
demanding a union federation simi-
lar td%Soldarityf+ that is indep-

l€3fl613'diS'CI‘ibU.'COI'S WhiOh I p€I‘SOI1-- @'I1d_§'1’]_'l'j"_()f the existing unigng whigh
ally find seems pointless and only
the terrain pf the recruiting party
hacks. The eruption of any dispute
at present is swamped with special-
ists prepared to Krin consciousness.R g .
and whose "openness" refers only to
salt—mines for which they apologise
in the language of the radical T '
intelligentsia. To find middle-class
types wallowing in this opportunism
is hardly surprising but the sight
of workers aspiring for a career
(as a trade union hack/paid official

are headed by East German State  
Officials they were attacked(gassed
and beaten) by a joint East Westi-
riot police force supervised by the
East and of course the occupying
forces in west Berlin (U.S. British
Franch,& West German States milita-
ry personnel). So one can assume ;'
that "free'unions" are to be as. N-

. F I] .|I I , I I

little tolerated in the West as _
the East or so put it another way _
the State run unions of the East .
and th Stat ' ' f_ _ . _ _r _ -P; m s -e» ¥v e run unions o_ the

Party bHr@8uCTHt QT P8T1l8m6nt8fl8n- West don't want autonomous workers
l Ggf 9931 OV§- COun¢ill0¥ 36rW@ll as gronpsrfederating into local and

le more Obvlous Pr?f@S5l@na1 SPOTPSindustrial?organisations. Horizont-
star OT POP @nt@Ttaln9r) PaTT0tin% al coordination against vertical or
the rhetoric of the Left or the hierarchical power is the real
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(correspondence cont.) ,   . ~ . im * ...I knowled esocial question and the answer is not pure knowledge rs S ‘
a ' ' . I . -- "71 i opower?..No-action is power...Does¢kHlWl@dS@ frgg uS' NO'“CtlOn frees
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Councillor Ted Knight
Leader of me Council

References
‘fours - -
Om sax,-'PAc  1

l

London Borough of Lambeth
Lamhem Town Hell
Eiréxton I-iill London SW2 lFiW

-. ' . y A MESSAGE FROM THE LEADER
Dem-Colleagues, - i V p

As 1980 draws to a close, we find it noes to inform you that the system in general and our Council -
- in particular have lost s vital spark. False‘ optimism on so longer be sustained as the situation becomes ' -

.ineremingl}' visible and painful to all concerned. Having smess-ed the may problems confronting us, we
3 ._£eel that declining worker morale is the major factor in our bleak outlook. And if you are honest, you

-' must admit that often you have taken advantage oi‘ the Council to pursue selfish ends.
II I ,

.- ‘-

We purchase from you over lull‘ your wilting hours, and expect you to relinquish that time to us. instead '
we find you continually reclaiming that time for jrourseives. You wereoit happy with the eight hour day,
and now you take -j-~ Council average -- two hours for lunch and tee breaks, use an average of eight
d-35's sick lease a year for your personal holidays, 47% of actual in-offioe time on personal phone calls,
personal letters, errands and obit-chat. We are continually victimimd by petty theft (postage, office supplies,
equipment, spare parts, tools and petty cash} and employees with access to greater funds have repeatedly
attempted embeezlement.

‘ " " In spite of our efforts to imbue a sense of corporate community and create s dedication that could keep -
this Council great, you continue to rebuff our efforts towards this end. Only 11% of employees attend site!» ?
work functions, 87% have ill--feelings towards their supervisors. Apathy and tension pervade the work
atrnowhere. We find important letters in the dustbin. documents and plans are flushed down the lavatories,
forms are uufiled, and work quota unfilled.

These are not local problems. Each tact oitesfinds ii; ‘counterpart in nearly all modem corporations, both
priests and public. We are not alone with our problems. I '

WE HAVE DONE EVERYTI-llNG in our power to improve your lot as employees of the Council, but to
' _ no avail. We have tried in many‘ ways to demonstrate our so-noem for both your professional and private

lives, sinoe without your support the system is snworloble. But your petty self-concerns have begun to
erode the very basis of your conditions as workers.

WE HAVE DONE OUR. BEST to facilitate the methods by which we exploit you. Through the introduction
of more humanitarian programmes like Ilexi-doze, and worker participation in meetings at all ieveis, we
have made a genuine effort to reduce your psymie tension and ensure the continuation of the status qoo.

‘.. But have you shown the least interest?

WE HAVE USED YOUR TIME for our ends, and you have daily refused to co-operate. This is why the
system is failing. We have done our best to convince you that co-operation is important, but you haverfit
listened. Now it is too late: we mo delude ourselves no longer. The system is failing because you have
failed to sacrifice yourselsm. -

Come to work or don,’t___come to work. Either way, it’: too late.

Yours sincerely, I i 3 P‘- “.‘?.'
' I , ,1;

_ ‘I ,1 = .

‘ "'3-' lpgi It s Circulation of this letter in
,;i§j£,  i Lambeth Council offices caused

i by i uproar. Local press used ‘falling
7 - morale‘ as a stick to beat Ted

i ' "marxist" Knight who threatened
.I- I libel suits and made vain attempts

to discover the souroe... Meanwhile third isgue odt%amEe;hfiNa%ggt%§€i:
idents paper now out. (55p inc. pOSt) fT@m us; or To gi “"
tign Q/Q BCM IT, wcww 5XX. Strongly Recommended. p

1| _ '
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I see there is growing a tendency ,itrade union negotiations" in
Ate t3%§ab3ut the mythicagnc. _ &o?&1n are conducted ; all elgg is
£,?san seas_ _movement'1n opaln wildcat and ufiOfTlCl8l including
(past) typified in ED s absurd , _6Y§ryth1ng;organrsed by the QNT. -

l§Q§nd£lQrln.LWG~Bu1l€%ifi“Siipp€d““M)"' HOW this scenario of ED's
into an article nothing whatever slips into an article purporting
to do with Spain. S/He says : to deal with Poland I cannot

_ "During the assembly movement
in Spain of 1976-8, militant
bpenlsh workers saw the same logic

understand. Where it comes from
is the Trotskyists who at one time i
(having no contact in the Spanish. , . 9 _and treated the representatives working class) snoke of a "new '

of the reemerging-'independent'( movement...the workers assemblies"~)
unions - the Workers
the U.G.T and, for that matter, ’
the C.N.T., ingthe same way they
treated the francoistrG.N.S. -
by expelling them from the h
assemblies."(LWG Bulletin 9 pg 5) well.  

who did all sorts of wonderful
things including the fact that
they were held on the factory T
floor and "included housewives,
students, small businessmen" as

Commisions,

nsamblea means meeting (any
kind) not assembly (which in-
nnglish suggests an istitutional-
ised formal gathering). There were v r w
'meetinas" held all over Spain at -- L1; - -._.: H ’ .
'1 _.-=~ I ., 1oirferent times, andi
even in illegality. The "assembl~    
ies" are mythical. 
_ according to ED, the "assembl-
les‘ expelled the various unions
"and for that matter
the same way "as they did the   c
Francoist CNS". all invention. p

(a) The Comisiones Obreras was

A.N.

1- ._ _ ‘

all tag time in LWG member ronlies :
' . - -1.. . '

While welcoming the spirit hf
class struggle, internationalist
anarchism which expresses itself
here in vigilant solidarity with
the Spanish workers movement, I
think d.M. raises some points
which need refutation. ED_may

the ONT" in.

in any case in the CNS. The UGT Wish to reply concerning the
and CNT opposed both. The - hiStOPi0Hl detail of his account, ;
Gomisiones wanted to take over the I'd like 50 @Xflmifi@ thé Cle’m
01)]-is I _ l ‘I y that theassemblymovementjias a i

(b) The ONT alwrys opposed, and myth» which $5 it STTHQS is ver* “~ ' r'_,{ I L . . - -L - . .1..- ' L". J ... -

has done so up to now, part1c1pat- ml$l@fidln€-  .~. 1
ing in meetings which elect what Eh referred to as the  
representatives.

?Fhere were:many meetings which Strike OOHHitteeS and generah w
tried to prevent the

p  assembly'movement were the  :

""|I'l*-.1n|.-.q--.|-iI|I-'n-
Qgntinugncg, g-ASS€Bbli€S S€t up during th€1 _

of the CNS (successfully). They y Strike WQVQS ifli3p@in\l975—?, e
didn't "expel" anyone high (where To make clear what is being ‘ 7
from?). The Socialists then created talked about we T@PT@@HCe 09§0§1t€ T
(with the Government)
ously—styled "workers
which are Parliaments
workshop to which the
and the UGT and other
forward representativ
represent" the workers. (The ONT veto see in the assemblies the c

opposes the election of .' “' *,ultimate solution to all the  
representatives). The
are then federated via the Honcloa  Stfu@%19- Thi$ became 8 ?@litiCh
Pact (in a manner similar to the Of "assembleyisn" with many
old fascist syndicates) with the .contradictory strands. The Root  
employers and the State.'Thu5  - jand Branch piece makes some valid 

thh 1udi¢r_ two excerpts from an article‘in 1
Qgungilg"  ,the american magazine Root and ._
ih the Branch (No.5 1978). ‘ w j;
Cgmigigngg The €Xp€rl@nO6S prOVOK€d SOME , g
uniong put _of the participants (andttheir f h

es, and which enthusiasts — genuine and false) i

Se*Q@QnQils_!iJpTObl€mS of organisation and class

. . v (Cont. Hfter Root & Branch 1
_ » excerpt on Page 2%) 1- @

- I-
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Bxccrpts from 2 Spainzsome Aspects of the New Workers Movement  
reprinted from Root and Branch no.5 (1972).

I T ‘I - i I
I .
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1. Madrid, Januarz 1976; The vahgqard Left "” I think several times at Standard, the vanguard
Behind ' *_*“*—“*# '

The crisis of world capitalism struck the"
Spanish economy especially hard, for its new
industries were completely tied to the foreign
capital which had been attracted by the-high'
post—waI profit rate. By the and of 1975 the i
unemployment rate was 8% in Spain, and the rate
of inflation was the highest in Europe. If we
add to this the fact that labor contracts
(signed every other year) were up for renewal,
itY§‘easy to see why the social situation "
appeared 'strainod;' why.the government contin-
ually repeated that ‘this is a grave moment.‘
that ‘the country is living beyond its means.‘

p In mid-December 1975, the ‘clandestine
organizations‘ called for a ‘day of struggle‘
for amdesty and against the wage freeze; in most
of the country, there was little response.“
Such calls had become commonplace, and served
not so much to invigorate the social movement as

-to keep tho apparatchiki occupied and to dissi-
pate the workers‘ sense of grievance harmlossly.
But in the Madrid region, where strikes had
a1ready[boon going on for several days, the
aobilization was_oxtensivo, amounting to some
?0,000 strikers~-too extensive, in fact: far
from being absorbed by the ‘day of struggle,‘
the movement took on a momentum of its own.

From January 4 on, strikes broke out eve —- " IY
where, starting in the large metal-working
enterprises of the Madrid region: Chrysler,
Helvinator, Electromacanica, etc. On the Sth

was left behind. (That demonstrated an impres-
sivc will to-struggle, which frightened not only
the employers but also the vanguard, who asked
themselves at a certain point whore all this was
loading, for the workers Uiemselvss became the
vanguard and, at a certain point, the strike
escaped the control of the loadors.“(2) (These
words of a union militant sum up the situation,
Just when the illegal organizations thought they
had gotten control of the workers. the latter
spontaneously set themselves into motion, took
the initiative and carried out a course of ac-
tions independent cf the plans of the organiza-
tions, and did so in a much more affirmative way
than before. “The fundamental characteristic of
this strike—~one worker saidee was that there
puss no general strike order, but that it was a‘
_process which.spread little by little with the '
incorporation of new sectors and factorles.“(3}

ll

Tho industrial suburbs of Madrid-*Getafe.
vallocas, Alcala, Torrejon-—warc totally para-
lined} and in those now:workers‘ towns the
strike wont from the factories to the streets,
in demonstrations and confrontations with the
police. Despite a boycott by the ‘clandostino'
organizations, the movement also reached other
regions: Barcelona, Bajo Llobrogat, the
Asturias, the construction industry of Valencia,
the Renault factories at Ualladolid. The extent
of the movement was now, as was the fact that it
reached not only the large plants where the
illegal organizations are entrenched and where
there is a tradition of struggle, but also the
small factories dominated by passivity andandfithgi tho Métro was paralirod, the stations“ ' Patemalism. which had always been Imtvuched by

occupied by thousands of workers. The police~ the 'daY5 of 3¢ti°n' ¢a11ed bY the 1119931
drove them out,‘but the meetings continued in ' v ‘"mi‘:m5* - '
the churches. The activity of the Hétro workers
was to be the barometer of the strike movement.
The Métro is essential for the functioning of
industry-, since it transports the workforce: I
when it stops, the strike becomes an inescapable
daily fact. It was here, and in other sectors
*whoro workers‘ struggles have the most decisive
consequences for social um (Pm, Renfé), that "
the rulers of Spanish capital concentrated their
efforts in attempting to halt the spread of the
movementi** -r~

'—
1 |
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The strikes_ortondcd to the post office.
1- -

the banks, ITT, and Standard Electric. lOn the
l2th, thlze construction ‘workers struck; they were
at the forefront of autonomous organization. )In
Madrid alone thero*wore, between the 12th and
the 17th; 100,000 strikers in construction,
1a0.000 in metallurgyf 15,000 in banking and
insurance, and 20,000 in public services. The
initial demands, very egalitarian, were osson-T
tially salarial, "tho defense of'working—class)
purchasing powor.“(-‘U However, political insta-
?»i-lity--the end of the Franco period---favored
the widening of the struggles; it~was the right
zmomcnt to ‘take to the streets.‘ .

“live never seen anything like the capacity
for struggle which I observed in this 5tgike_
. . . Concretely, on two occasions at Casa and.

 

g ‘The “opposition organizations“ group the

I -

0n<January l2, when “in almost all sectors,
the workers showed themselves ready to-go on T
striko“(4)"and a general strike seemed possible,
the illegal union organizations persuaded the
Métro-workers to go back to work without an of
their demands having been met. {The frustrizion
and rebelliousness which such practices on the
part of the reformist organizations have pro~
vokod among a significant number of workers will
no doubt have its effects.) At the some time,
repression came don hard and fast. The army
intervened in the Metro,.PTT and Renfé;;eight
PTT workers were brought before a military
court, and there were mass arrests and about
1,300 firings., The earlier wage demands were
replaced by new slogans: rehiring of the fired,
an end to police pursuits, freeing of the im-
prisoned. The turning~point came around the
20th, when the return to work began, though it
did not proceed perfectly smoothly. In mny
cases, penalties were revoked and firings "
restrained, but wage demands"went unanswered.
Only in the construction industry did the work-
ers obtain wage increases (on the order of 38%)
and improvements in working conditions. The
ndlitancy and unity demonstrated in this sector,
and the forms of direct action employed by the
workers, certainly had something to do with this

I ' -

1

**HEtro = mass transit: PTT = communications:cc.0o.., uso. ucr. Pm, PSOE and PSUC, the Renfé i= rfli11'°fl<-’1$- ~
‘Socialist and §ommunist_parties and unions (see
list of abbreviations}. * '

\-
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‘The Madrid strike wave was the first social-
‘upheaval on such a scale of the postwar period.
Severe? months later the insurrectional strike
at Vitoria,’and more recently the struggle of
the Roca workers in Barcelona, ghqwefi that Madria
was not an isolated case but a sign<of a funda-
mental change in the relations between the
Spanish workers‘ movement and the illegal organi-
zations, the latter being no longer able to
contain the former. *

§. Organization and solidarity in the Newr
Spanish Workers‘ Hvement

For the reformists, the PCE, the political
contentiof any struggle is measured above all by
the response which its party slogans (amnesty, H
democracy) evoke among the workers. But the
recent workers‘ struggles, from the January
strike movement in;Hadrid to the dock workers‘
and Roca strikes in Barcelona, express a politi-
cal content, a class consciousness, which goes
well beyond party slogans and simple economism.
This is especially evident in the area of organ-
isation. Agnew tendency is coming into view, a
tendon ' to make the workers‘ assemblies the
delibeggtive and directing organ of the struggle,
with cohtrol over all the actions and decisions
of the “workers' representatives." -

It has been said of the Madrid strikes:
"In general, according to all the information we
have received or directly observed,»decisions

- .|‘

situation, redirecting their manipulative ,.*» ,
activity towards the assemblies. lt is impor- p
tant to avoid taking the tempting step of making
a new fetish of the General Assemblies. In the
most radical struggles, it is true, they have
served as an organizational form which prefi-
gures the emancipation of the working class

1 under socialism. On the other hand, in those
movements which proceed along the path marked
out by traditional unionism, neither the bour-
geoisie nor the ‘leftist' parties has anything
to fear from the Ghs--a fact which has been
recognized by the current government which.in
its newly-proposed law on union activity, insti-
tutionalizes the Assembly as a union organ.

Today, even a Stalinist leader of the CC.00.
isn't afraid to say,"Everyone accepts the_prin—
ciple that one must negotiate with the workers
elected by the AGs . . . whether they hold union
posts or not. . . .‘{8} No organizational form,
including the Ga, can guarantee workers‘ autono-
my. What is essential is the application of
certain_principles--open discussion, democratic
decision—making, revocability of delegates,
direct responsibility of all representative
obodies to the workers—-and for these purposes,
appropriate organizational forms such as the
Assembly are a necessary but not sufficient
condition. . -

Lil.’

Besides-the assemblies, other organizational
forms have-appeared, always based on the same

were made in open and democratic General aprinciples.' These ‘unofficial representative
Assemblies (AGs), the union representatives or q 0r9flfl5.' 85 they are 881184; are Elpfitfid by thfi
workers? agents acting as emissaries and negoti- i‘ _rank-and-file: the ‘Committee of Eight‘ in the
ators without any definitive decision-making
power. Several leaders of union organizations
(banks, construction, metallurgy and public
sector)gwere in agreement in affirming that, ‘In
every case, the assemblies had the prerogative
of ratifying or refusing the final decisionsJ"(5)
A Metro delegate confirms the point: "For me;
what was good about this struggle was that the
rank and file made an important leap forward in
understanding; it was always the masses who
negotiated, and it.was they who set the pace.
We did nothing but negotiate in their name and
according to their directives.“(6) In the Roca
strike,;which began in November 1976 and rapidly
moved towards a violent confrontation with state
peer, she use of sovereign assemblies was the
crux ofithe movement; The delegating of power
pas dons-explosively-through the AGs, and all
the_delegates were revocable by them.

' "The strike committee=was formed by the
elected;representatives:'its"function was to _
develop and apply all the agreements and deci-
sions made by the workers in their periodic
Assemblies. The Committee proposed initiatives
which were then discussed in the Assemblies. '
Thiswas scrupulously respected during the con-
flict.‘and more than once the Assembly limdted,=
made precise, or disavowed the role and func-
tions of the delegates."(7)

' '1

trgl Zifitfii Zte main consequences of this con-

been to short—r?gg ? by the rank a?d file héstions which hafizrgzgttthflvanguardrst organiza-

delegates *whoi 1 ua Y mBnlp?1ated the_ » often are more their representa-
t1?es_tha“ the "°IkBI$'. "It is the,assemblies
which are the vanguard; they are the only real
vanguard that I have known in this strike!-
said a Madrid worker in January 1976, But the
danger is far from.over, for the traditionalis-
t1c.gronps are capable of adapting to the new, .

I

IM-

postal service, the ‘Committee of Seven‘ for the
hospital workers, the ‘Leading Committee‘ in
construction and in the banks, the strike commit-
tees of the dock workers and the Roca workers.
Created in the struggle, these organizations
exist only during the struggle. In January
1976, the bank workers were organized on a
national scale. Each assembly elected a dele-
gate; these in turn elected a regional commit-
tee (15-26 members, in Madrid). The delegates
of the varions.regional committees constituted
a national committee, which included “official;
[union] delegates as well as rank-and-file
workers; that is, all those who were elected by
the AGs."(93 Similar organizations appeared in
Novemer, at Barcelona, with the United Workers‘
Collectives (CUT). The Madrid construction
-workers organized for direct action. They
elected ‘workshop delegates‘ and formed mobile
strike pickets, capable of spreading the strike,
of opposing the scabs and the employers‘ maneu-
vers at each bui1ding'site.

inf . I

At Vittoria, the situation was similar:
"Vittoria, in these months from.January.to March
1976, was a great school of working class unity

I -' H . .

and.so1idarit;,-but above all Vittoria represen-
ted for the reisit of the "working class a movement
which brought new ideas. . . . [T]he political
structures which appeared here went beyond the
orthodox projects of traditional syndicalism.
The Workers‘ Assembly elects its representatives
and can revoke them. ‘The Representative Commit-
tees are constituted exclusively by these dele-
gates. . . . From the beginning many political
militants were part of the committees, but one
could see that, at any mment, no political
organization had a sufficient following to im-
pose its analysis and strategy. . . .Soon after
the conflicts began, the strictly economist
positions were already abandoned. . . .l'1"he
workers] went so far as to refuse individual

'1'
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solntions for the various factories.
. I I‘

‘factory assemblies met in the churches and
working class neighborhoods; womens' and neigh-
borhood assemblies also proliferated. At a
certain point, a situation was reached.where the
entire popu1ation;was organized in assemblies,
in»a type of democracy totally different from
formal bourgeois democracy, It was this which
Fragatlribane, then a Minister, underlined when
he declared to Le Honda, ‘What happened then at
Vittoria was not simple demonstrations by the
workers: it was an insurrection similar to that
of Hay 'sa.*"i1°1 s  

' '\

$o1idarity between workers from different
, -

. | | . ' _ , F

factories was frequently manifested on a local,
and seen national, level. In the Madrid move“
ment,;solidarity was demonstrated by the way
the strikes spread in a chain reaction. Then it
appeared in the streets of the working—class
sdburhs, where demonstrations, occupations,
mutual aid and confrontations with the police
rbecame daily occurencespi Even in'factories-‘
Where the demands had been met, the workers went
back on strike, realizing that more was at stake
than their own immediate interests. Entire ‘

‘I17
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urban regions experienced moments of social
revolt; the most extreme case occurred at ' i
Vittoria." Often, strikes broke out in solidar-
ity with fired workers: “All or none,“ said:the
strikers at the Roca factories. In this latter
instance, the workers explicitly posed the
problen.of the powerlessness of an isolated
struggle. Addressing themselves to their entire
class, the Roca workers proposed in their strike
bulletin an organizational model based on the
assemblies and on coordinatedstrike action.‘-*

Such political consciousness is limited,
however, to a minority of the workers; the‘
majority show no signs of wanting a revolution
and remain in the final analysis amenable'to the
‘reasonable’ argnents of the reformists. But
it isione thing to acknowledge the minority" '
character of the radical tendencies, and quite
anothgr to pretend that movements of such
breadth, such thoroughegoing radicalism, are
nothihg more than economic Conflicts, invested
with'politica1 significance only by'the parties‘
slogans. For these were not struggles against
individual bosses, but against an entire system
of social relations, as is made clear in the o
Vivid account of the January movement contained
tin Trabajadores en huelga. Likewise, in ‘_-
Barcelona at the time of the Roca strikes,_an'l
entire working—class suburb (Gafa) was thrown i
into turmoil. The significance of these events
should not he minimized. o -

I. I
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'*The new CHT movement played an importantg
role in spreading the news about the Roca strike,
iboth inside Spain and outside; a meeting was held
in Paris in January 1977, in which strikers o,
participated. Such behavior is sufficiently rare

I ‘ . J

1rto be worthy of special mention. ' ' i “
I I I i
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B. A New Kind of Unionism? ,~~
 _ _ 1|

In the 1940's, Anton Pannekoek described
the ambiguities of the workers‘ movement in the
following terms: "Hhereas in their conscious
thinking old watchwords and theories play a
role in determining their arguments and opin~
ions, at the moment of decision on which weal
and*woe depend, a strong intuition of real
conditions breaks forth, determining their
actions. ._. .[T1wo forms of organization and
struggle stand opposed, the old one of trade
unions and regulated strikes, and the new one
of spontaneous strikes and workers‘ councils.
This does not mean that the former at some time
will simply be replaced by the latter. Inter~
mediate forqs may be conceived, attempts to‘
correct the evils and weaknesses of trade Q
unionism while preserving its valid principles.
. . . An example of such a union may be found
in the great American union, ‘Industrial
Workers of thelworld‘ . . . ‘Similar forms of
struggle and organization may arise elsewhere,
when in_big strikes the workers stand up,
‘without as yet having the necessary se1f—confi~
dence to_take matters entirely into their hands.
Bot only as_temporar§ transitional forms.“(43}

.|
Z‘ .l _ .

Pannekoek might just as well he describing
the current situation in Epain. The spontaneous
action of the rank~and~fi1e and their consistent
refusal to submit to outside leadership permit
us to see in today's movement the germs of a
more radical future. In the Madrid region, in
shops where there was no tradition of struggle
and where the Workforce was often young ands
_f.~3ma]_e,-__t_he-_- WOIREIS USE thé term ‘tJ!110fl“fiZD
@e5cribg.&fiy organization which functlons on the
basis of rank~and—file democracy and revocabile
ity oi delegates, in a sort of modern renaisfi
sance of revolutionary syndicalism.

I - |-
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But for those who believe in the potentia1~
ly revolutionary character of those forms of
organization which stand halfway betweenithe
onion and the autonomous rankfandffile group.
for those who believe in the possibility of
‘building a new unionism,"fai1ure is certain-—
just as certain as it was in Portugal, where the
majority of the leftist political movemnt tried
to set up nonereformist §class_nnionB' fitaftlngi
from the Workers‘ Commissions. The new forms of
organization could flourish only in the context
of wide-scale social conflict; when this period
came to a close, it was once again the problems
of day~to~day”survival which preoccupied the
workers. such daily issues can be handled most
easily by a traditional union, whose functioning
is based on class conciliation, permanent dele-
gation of power, and ahsence of ranheand~file '
democracy; and the“3new*nnions‘ were forced to
adapt themselves to these imperatives. In this
game, the CP~controlled onions, with their tight
organization and high degree of centralization,
ihold the winning hand. Those who-would organize
the CHT as a mass union should he aware that
they can only create an insignificant miniature
replica of the great reformist unions.

Perhaps for some the PCE‘s success is -
appealing. But such ‘success’ has nothing to
offer the revolutionary, for it is predicated on
the~workers‘ defeat. Today in Spain, as yester~
day in Portugal, Communist reformism develops
only after the labor struggles have been smashed
The Party recruits_on the basis of defeatism:
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‘To be;a revolutionary gets you nowhere, come to
ua....' Lest the reader think this an exaggera~
tion, I want to point out an incident that
occurred during the_December 1976 Renfé strikes:
the Communists brought workers fired during
other strikes to the mass meetings of the Madrid
railroad men . . . to illustrate the conse- .
quencea of ‘irresponsible’ and 'thoughtleea'_
action! In the future, we can expect more of
the same firom the reformist organizations: they
will try toiheep 'po1itice‘ and 'unioniam'
strictly separated, placate revolutionary
desires with reforms, and isolate the movements
shop by shop, breaking that sentiment of class
solidarity which was so evident in the recent
struggles.

For the present, the reformiata, whose
strength derives from the material and ideologi-
cal integration of the majority of the workers
into capitalism, are in a strong position. The
workers‘ frustration and.1ack of confidence in
.their"own_pouer may open the way for the ‘social
peace‘ desired by the reform;bourgeoisie and for
the parliamentary democracy desired by_the
political opposition. Yet we should not write
;fl£fi{th& prospects for renewed revolutionary

(reply to A.M.'s Letter Cont.)

criticisms of the negative aspects
of it. As they rightly point out
"N0 organisational form, including
the General Assembly, can guarantee
workers autonomy." People who want
to read for themselves what the
"asscmbleyistfi currents had to say
should take a look at the pamphlet
Wildcat Spain Encounters Democracy
(publishedby a group who can be
contacted through BN,bis London
iWc1V 6XX - thats a box no. address)

e Some of it is easy to mock :
 "The greatest achievement of the -
assembly movement is the movement
itself. The freedom taken by the
workers in starting to unite_and '
organise themselves without inter~
mediaries, is the one thing that
could neither be granted by the

struggles. All observers agree that in the con—- a reg;-me I10? demanded by ii-73 1e§3d€I'5
flicte of the lest few years the workers have
demonstrated s strong capacity for autonomous
action, going beyond the bounds of the oppsi—
tional apparatus. and there is a radical ten-
dency, small but determined, with a rich tradi—
tion and clear antiecapitalist goals, which has
firm roots in Spanish society and a significant
impact on the workers‘ struggles. The result of
the conflict between this tendency and the ,
reformdsts will have an importance which is not
limited to Spain alone. * -

1because today Spanish socisty.is
beseiged and is falling apart. The
assembly movementuis the lived
freedom of anti-hierarchical dia~
logue, the realisation of authentic
democracy. It is whore the revolut-
ion fools most at home and whore its
enemies feel like intruders, now not
only denuded but denounced by their
ldsoloeical Jargon. Hers all pract-
ical prohloms take form and can be

The reprint is of sections one and  I‘es0lv€d"’ ' "' ' ‘H
two of the article, and section But two points should be made -
eight the Conclugioni _  1.11-cs entahusiasts of hsoviets and

' e  counci1s in the twenties, or h '
Root and Branch is Q %nbeI_tar,im  s:i.tuation:lst writings about may
communist magazine, influenced by i 1968* or 1nd?ed- tfhe wriitinils of -
Paul Hattie): and the american n  an8r?hO*S3rndlC'a?*1§tS ?'h°‘*‘*‘ the
councillist tradition. Well worth  Spanlshe collectlvls-latlongs its
reading_- if you can get hold of  

' Contacts: Root and Branch i  

only possible to mock with benefit
of hindsight. Its entirely undar+
standable that workers in strumgle

v E0‘ Bax 236 n _g are blind to limitationsout of
Somerville,
HA 02143
U.S.A.

enthusiasm. Whore this enthusiasm
persists after the struggle ends
and the forms of struggle are
fctishisad into theories of *
"aasomhlies",(or "councils", or
"worker-student action committees",
or "anarcho~syndicalist unions")
it‘s a different matter. Such
pretentious should he deflated,
(gently or not according to the
circumstances). However there is a
clear difference between deflating
pretentions ~ which involves
examining the real strengths and
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-(reply to a.N.'s Letter Oont,)

weaknesses of a movement, and as
A.N does, denying it occured or
that it had significance. When
A.N. says that "there were G  
meetings all over Spain, at diff-
erent times, and all the time"

25) london Workers Bulletin

Qolshevik pin—ups used "All Power
To The Soviets" as a slogan, on a
purely tactical basis. Doubtless
the assorted clones and droogs of
these trots in this country will
parrot out the same crap. But noneone might imagine that events like of this leftist trash created the

those at Vitoria happened every assemblies they talk about, anyday - which of course is nonsense more than the bolsheviks were
The second point about notions.

of "assemblyism" is that they're
not just the inventions of
Trotskyists. The suggestion is

capable of creating a single one
of the soviets they used as a
stepping stone to power. And I
cannot believe that the best waya revealing one however. A.N WQUld to counter that crap is to talk

be quite right ifrhe sale that
Trotskyists —_like the other 56
varieties of leftist rubbish — ,"assemblies"may be myth. The strike
attempt to'capture’ strike N.

about ‘mythical "assemblies" ' in
a way that can only mislead. Trot

wave was fact and so were thecommittees and General Assemblies, various forms of General Assembly
in the same way they attempt to

ycapture the phony official
"workers councils" (in order p
not~to confuse I will refer to
these as works committees here-
after) which A.N rightly derides.

eA.M draws no distinction, ex-
cept to imply that "meetings" are
of secondary interest to the it
problems raised by works committ-
Gees. I think his reference to
‘Trotskyists by contrast reflects
the debates within the ONT. The
failure to draw distinctions
becomes explicable in this *
context - its possible to try
to capture works committees and
union apparatus‘ (even anarcho-
syndicalist unions apparatus) in
ways which are difficult if not
impossible to apply to strike
committees or General assemblies
of the type meant in the term
assembly. That is, based on'open
discussion, democratic decision
making, revocability of delegates,
direct responsibility of all
representative bodies to the e'
.workers' as Root and Branch put it
(I think whats meant is clear
though one could rightly question
some of their phraseology as
ambiguous)., y

For the ONT troskyist entrism
was a real problem, though the
term seems to have been used to
expel a variety of oppositienal
tendencies in local faction e
fights. Some of these trots = r
no doubt used "assemblyist" ideas
in much the same way that their T

_ Iii‘ I
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and strike committee produced
during it. Indeed the experience
of these unmythical assemblies
was seen as sufficiently profound
by Spanish workers and revolution-
aries (as well as leftists) to
inspire a debate about them. A
debate which even imspired the ONT
which passed four resolutions on
assemblies at its stormy fifth,
congress in december l979. (see
the translation of the Summary of
Resolutions from it in our bulletin
No.8). One of them, foe example,
read : "ONT affiliates can only
be represented,in principle, by
their own ONT representatives,,
with the exception that in a free
assembly (my emphasis) of all the
workers in a workplace these
workers decide together to defend
agreements which do not go against
the tactics and aims of the ONT
and which necessitate the direct
election of representatives,
mandated from the assembly to
fulfill specific mandates or .
requirements of that assembly."
Incidentally, unless my under-
standing or the translation is at
fault, this contradicts what A.M
says about the ONT not particip-
ating in meetings which elect
representatives.

Speaking of the ONT. a.N. asks
(with rather calculated ingenuous-
ness) what the references to .
assemblies in Spain had to do with

'Poland. Well ED's article was-
about Poland - but as its title
(Free Trade Unions - Do wg Need,

-\
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London workers Bulletin I (26
(reply to A.N.'s Letter Oont.) .use it to mean totally different

things. The confusion was begun
I ' I I I ' I II S 1:-'1. '-'-:.‘ _ I I Iof.“ '. . *_ “_& ‘I “Q _ bly". For example on.a leaf etunions within ca1J1tal1sm - anilsepcclffic“ _C?..ir<3U=1313“e(1- ~O"n‘”‘the Hey/leth »%s5,. of

allya whether Independent or ___-_L'.¥.'..§.'~5—‘-.I..'....u.n-1-on"s“" in___)AetiOn| lest year by Ourselves

‘ire Possible‘ th@'i'CP"TI¢I5"im'5 to be e and other Iautonomists and anarchis-
independent in that sense - of and for te. (The leadlet was produced by
workersrather tn.-:=.u,_above them. Root, spade 1 ‘the Krsndvstsdt Kids) '-:
Branch Q1150 tmklerd ,.'51’,-.',ie,1'1'*‘e5'?i‘5’1’l' in H1‘? 1 i "workers 1.. (must) I. . .re_-appropriate
°°Y1‘§l‘-H10“ to their Qrtlclexjt I @1011"? ‘I N theiriowni struggles in an autonom-
ent1re15'_‘15ree Wlth @"_’@rYth*?~F?fi33f the? - ous way, -outside and against .the
but I '3'“-nk they're 1‘?-shtt to». say t'h@~’° Svmh.-' unions; I mite autonomous organisat-
independent,_'class',uniense"c0uld'flourish ion must consist of running the
only, inthe context of .wi-de-=s'cdl)e“‘social - p-strike from msss‘~ssssmb1iss of g

' 1conflict" and that with, the endof such“ .WeI.ke_,:,s_. These assemblies must
1 - -nahperiod of. conflict workers concerns» s I s t exercise power : in the direction of

become problems of day-to-day survival '
which are dealt with most easily by _
traditional unions based on "class con--

1.

ciliation, permanent delegation of power,
and absence of rank-and-file democracy".
(Obviously this breaks down in periods of
economic crisis.) “I

These conclusions seem bourne out by .
what.has happened to the ONT - created in
the period of intense class struggle that
culminated in the strike waves 1976-7, ite
been racked with dissension in the subse-
quent period of low levels of struggle as)
the eefects of world economic recession
have begun to bite. Last year indeed it
split, and accepting that the splits were
as much a matter of circumstance and
personality as_anything else, they also;
involved fundamental disagreements over
questions of reformism. One argument wasery
whether or not to sign wage contracts on
a yearly basis, trading industrial 'peace'
for wages. Another was whether or not to
elect permanent shop stewards. (fls'distinct
from the mandated delegates referred to
in the congress resolution I quoted above.)
(See Freedom Review 8 Dec. 1980). However
I'm getting carried away from the question
of assemblies. t .

Looking back over what has become an
article on assemblies I can see I've let ~
myself become uneccessarily heated at the ,
expense of A.M. The cause of that heat is
that his remarks about assemblies touch on
an unresolved debate about them at LNG »
meetings. I don't apologise for using his
letter to continue that debate. But I
regret if I've read too much of that debate
into his letter at the expense of his,
ideas. If I have I hope he'll write and ,__
correct me. " . i

One of the problems with the debate on -
assemblies at LNG meetings is the failure
to define terms. So for some people assem-
bly has become a dirty word where others

1.
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the strike. Various committees will
be needed - elected from mass
assemblies, revocable and answer-
able to them. These committees are
not needed to negotiate with the
bosses or "independent" inquiries.
These committees will be needed to
talk to other workers not to the 
bourgeoisie. They will need to
bring together and coordinate the

'- '/various assemb-
lies, and to spread the strike
outside the individual trade."

"'I think what is intended is
fairly clear — however the use of
the term "mass assembly" raises
(wholly unneccessary) problems.
For most people "mass assembly"
already has a meaning - the mass c
meetings beloved of T.V news where
a couple of thousand workers listen
to union bureaucrats — or their
‘own’ shop stewards give them the
'opportunity' to accept or re'ect-
whatever offer (read sell out) has

1' .

been cooked up by management and
union(s). This sort of mass meeting
has been rightly described in this.
bulletin as the "domain of the
demagogues". Obviously this sort of
meeting is not what is meant by x
 the writers of the leaflet above.
But no mass meeting of thousands
of workers (even hundreds for that
matter) can do anything than vote
on already prepared motions. What
the writers mean is a ‘General
Assembly"of all the workers in a
particular struggle. This should be
the body which formulates strike
‘strategy and if necessary delegates
committees to effect the decisions
arrived at. However strategy can't

1 - - _
I

be even discussed let alone form-
ulated in any kind of mass meeting.
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I .That must.be done at rank and file Ito prepare for such"demagoguery,e
(that is shop-floor, department,
office,etc. as appropriate) level.
The General Assembly can only
operate once this work at?base-
level‘ has been done. And it can
only operate once the bureaucratic
structure('Platform"Audience') of
the mass meeting has been swept v
aside, to allow participation by  
all. The alternative is to retain
the mass meeting but change those
on the platform (i.e. change
nothing). This is the perspective
of the ICC. Thus :

"Unien mass meetings...are a
device aimed at giving the illusion assemblies more productive. Certain

through their soporific ‘interven-
tions"from the floor'(ideologic-
ally speaking from six foot under
it of course), at meetings. Inclu-
ding,unfortunately, ours.

The lesson workers can learn
-II -

from this is not exercising control
of their own struggles, but the
perfidy of unions - the ‘point’
of all'revolutionary intervention‘
as far as the ICC are concerned.(l)
Enough of this leftist-"communist"
rubbish. v a - -

I hope that enough has been said
to make future discussion of J

that the ‘rank and file‘ are making obvious questions remain-  togbe ,
the decisions, when often the vote
is a jerry-mandered foregone
conclusion.(...)But because these

discussed — the relation of general
. - -Iassemblies to the future organisat-

Ii I?ions created by workers ineet~ i
are union mass meetings revolution- revolutionary situation. The
aries must attempt to work against difference between them and thethe sabotage which is always various conceptions of workers
implicit in any union—organised councils. The fact that in talkingevent. The ideal situation would be. ea General Assemblies we're talk-
that the workers called their own ing of something that will only
mass meetings outside of the unions appear when workers have already
control (herefiwe can give the-eXam— broken with unionism to the extent
ple of Poland). But, just as in any
strike there can be a tendency
towards autonomy from union control,
we understand that even within
rigged union meetings/mass meetings
the idea that workers can snatch

thatthey_are active at ‘base-
leveli and‘determinedYtoycontrole
their Own struggles- (And thus  
somethingtquitediffer€nt*to1ideas
of capturingyiunion mass meetings’
whichTis only 5 new (and more ”.

the meeting out of the hands of the Pi@i0UlbU$),V@fSiOh Of 5wP Style
union bosses cannot be thrown out Rank and*Fileism - dedicated to
as impossible...An example which
proves our point is the French

capturing the uhions themselves.)
And related to this, the questionSteelworkers taking over the platfo- of what the abstract notion of

rm from the CGT at Dunkirk..-"
(World Revolution 55). What can
this mean except that'workers'

assemblies means in practise with-
in different work situations(since
we don't all work in car factories

meaning here the most militant, ff or steelworks) and against the}  
and frevolutionary‘ workers can l,._backgrcund of the actual levelp, A
captune%the5platform, or¥better J tof class struggle today. ); 
still can call mass meetings of  ,, _ Anything else is pointless
their fellow workers. The Dunkirk abstraction.-Workers have enough
example, invariably cited by them vshit to contend with, without t
at meetings because some of these digging their own, or having"Y%§,
‘revolutionary’ steelworkers forced so called parties, or ‘intellectn
OGT stewards to admit some ICC  uals‘ throwing it at them.
members, shows their ambition  c O Jones
clearly. To gain access as'm1l1tant' ,workers or as revolutionaries to
mass meetings (better still ts @811. -—-—-—--------------
or be invited to the workers 'own'
mass meetings) as alternate dema-
gogues. This is the reason for
their laughably amateurish attempts

- 
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Me treat our people properly,e
ar C %'@1'1€rOU.S t C) TEE‘ S G 7 mmkmd working. Otittr ihdusuieahnake thlir llilill pi. fur mu; . gq ,1-‘NH wt

them as people (Charles Forte)7“=
H : .. ' . _Charles Forte can say this Whlls at
the same time he runs the com an Y" .p- Y U TTHFff"i‘.l.d ~like he ’ s some feudal baryon.» AS :t1;1t@ i v .....F'..;...‘.'l..+'§.7.i§'¢§t-.?LT,.‘§'..T.':f'¥:.:I‘:.fl:.I.§“?.T§T’§.Z'~§.?§.‘.“.L§'§.”l'§.'I§'.d""
glgge S t O Ompany in :1 arg€ S _ _ p;on§§a:‘r:=!ci.{"mi_Fmnavu-eummd ma. Lind‘? THF_mfltwu€l.ly- ufni are the shim of dual!

industry in this country, he makes  '
sure that wages stay at poverty- v
leve l He exp l o l t s the owexp ext a t i ons e.$:fik;1.m.lII‘flF“.f:é:?.:"§.'.1§.'l:»§'?“ri.tl".'f ;hu§?:§§.?.'§‘.§§.cf:.:'::Zf:“..T

while at the same time smashing any * ' i
Qttémptiat combinationTfimW--------

Fortes places dish out the extremes@-.*E £']pt;. g, "" i mp" '
,._. - _ .1 -- jrenr ma ta cergautmaa cnm|:;l__upun_ itma E.'i.l.Iii‘lWll1EtI:-thrw _Tof crap convenience food, particularly ;_ , ,.....»..t..=....~w..........................~,.....,,.,....“ ,,.“,,,,‘Q‘],,,,,Z
in his motorway cafes (and never think *“’"‘i“5"”*’*""d"*”°’“"°"'°‘f'""“"T?“*"“" - '
that those exhorbitant prices go to e
pay the staff), as well as offering
thfi limits in conspicuous consumption." ' . pp

Cne things for sure, THF will a.........g.*.... .......1
continue to expand, and with all
those extra profits created by the
Royal Wedding, Borte or his spawn
are guaranteed a peerage."
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,Never ones to hide our lightsQ.  .
Funder bushels we are proud tQ¥

. |. . _

reveal for the first time our
contribution to the ‘Stuff Forte’
Campaign. At an early stage we.
discussed with the people organ-
15l¥€_lt the possibility of joint
activity. In fact knowing of our
assistance to previous groups of
catering_workers in struggle they
approached us. Our response ?'To
date nothing Qt all 1) 1 *
Anyhow copies of this leaflet or
8 poster of the picture for fly-
posting outside trust house forte
establishments ase available from
US, or c/o Xtra, BGM IT, London,
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mas UNIONS IN THE LIVES or one woskrss. .
P

J lfi

0 y sThe following article about unions appeared in the Portugcse pacer Combate in April 1977.
(Issue £9‘ The trars‘ t‘,. i. U . la ion is theirs - hence the occasional rather odd turn of phrase.
For more of th in 1 ‘ ' i " '- _ci- sritings see Issue 3 of the International Discussion Bulletin, which
includes their own account of their historv Brisfl th_ » i. U“ y e paper started in the wave of
revolutionary enthusiasm and workers self-activity after o military coup toppled the
fflfifiifit Sslasarist regime in April l§74. Combste was dedicated to publishing verbatim
workers own accounts (usually tape recorded in interviews} of what they were doing, why,
the problems oncountsrmd.and the organisational forms they were developing to overcome
them Initiall th,~ - y esc accounts formed 90% of the paper with 10% editorial comment. However
as the "workers committees" were reincovporatod and bnroaucratised with‘_ _ . . t in.ths reinvigorated
state capitalist economy, the paper took s more it‘ 1_ , v - cr. ICE‘ attitude to this trend. The
reaction continued space and workers eventually abandoned the organisations thcy‘d set up
and which now acted against th B y 'em. y 1978 the purpose of the paper - to record the workersown account of their progressive self-activity had gone and it ceased publication.
Infl975 members of Combste had opened a bookshop in's working class district of Lisbon
which has o erst d ' a ' ' ‘ 1p e to this day, distributing and publishing libertarian literature and
acting as a meeting plspe for libertarian and revolutionary groups - its non—commercial-
and survives;on the support of its members. (Rather like Rising Free in London).
Fqptnotes 1,2 d 5 are Combate's. Those indicated by 1etters( (A),(B) etc.) are ours.
gar more bapkground on Portugal the best book is Phil Hailsrs ‘Portugal. The Impossible t
evol t‘ ’-,u u ion. published by Solidarity in 1977.-

_._ ..
—I h ~ t no y ')
'"A worker lives two lives. Or the one. ations which supported it. In this phasehand, by force of circumstances, he is

forced to "tru vl ‘ t they were able to go beyond the tradeH no gg s against capitalism, ' unions, creating their own organisations
attempting to abolish it, and thus.cresting - the "workers committees" - and realised.
communism. But he livss,another life;' ' ‘
surviving under capitalism he is forced to
dgpend himself in the best possible way.
Tho fact that st certain times only one of
thpse lives seems possible-doesn*t negate
the existence of the other. Capitalists are
algays surprised when, thinking that the
wopksrs have resigned themselves to life
under capitalism, they see that when s

ecregolutionary crisis o ens that tp he workers
clsarly take on their other lives; their
(life against capitalism. Similarly, certain
myppic revolutionaries are surprised"
because they never understood that the life
of-a worker against capitalism always
exists within capitalism.

1'

-I

»‘Before April 25th, 1974, in Portugal,
the worker was forced to work and be
knnckled under, forced to live almost
explusivelyrjust one of these lives,
although the struggle against capitalism
alveys existed. But on May fist 1974 to the
great surprise of many of the left parties
his second life came into the fore. After-
ipril 25th the workers in many firms
frontally attacked the entire capitalist
system. As long as real possibilities
exist workers can dominate the situation
and advance.

\ I

I-1 ' I ' ._ J

',l. ., _ I II .; -
. -' '

.?‘1But when this situation no longer
directly exists, as in the present '
situation of reflux (A), the worker is
fenced to take sides within the capitalist
system, attacking whenever it's possible,
defending themselves'as much as possible.
Thsy are forced to put aside some of their
most violent criticisms and change tactics
,Contrary"to what the official working class
vsngusrds say on the subject, it is the»
wonkers who decide strategy for the class
(and not just tactics as the parties
wogld have us believe). The only thing that
the parties can decide (and this has beeni
well demonstrated since April 25th) is the
question of tactics

“After April 25th the work f

that the organisations of the previous
phase were of little use to them. The
unions, therefore, took on o.minor role in
the workers struggles. But after November
25th 1975 (B) (and the consequent
reinforcement of the state apparatus),
real possibilities declined and these

‘organisations, created for a frontal attack
on capitalism, began to decline in
importance. The bureaucratisaticn of the__
"workers committees", after Hov.25th 1975,
results fundamentally from the fact that
the aim of these organisations was no .
longer lived as s real possibility by the
workers and they began to look to other
forms of organisation which could be more
useful to them in this new phase. This
doesn't mean that the workers denied the
possibility of advancing in the future,
but that for the moment, they had to
survive as best possible. Because of this,
in tha present phase, the unions assume
an important new role.

The unions present themselves as workers
organisations in defence of we- t gee. While
the capitalist class attempts to increase
suplus-value, the unions attempt to reduce
it by wage increases. In terms of absolute
our lus value (C) (increase in the working
day, decrease of wages etc.) the unions
defend the workers against its worst
aspects. Bot there is always that margin
which the unions allow, that half-light
in which the unions act. Where the unions
always concede is in terms of relative
surplus value (the modernisation of (-
machinery, increase in production, increase
in the work rythm.stc.). The unions support
the capitalist class when they increase
relative surplus value. Its hers that they
show their true reactionary nature. Unions
can support bosses who want to close i
factories, they allow (and even demand) the
necessary reorganisation of productivity
and more relative surplus value. The more
fact that under capitalism, they constitute
the main force against absolute surplus._ J era rontally value allows them to be turned into

attacked capitalism and all the organis- dinstruments for the achievement of relative

I
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) surplus value. In this their ultimate aim
is exactly the same as the mode of

*e production in which they exist.

This capitalist_integration of unions
as one of the fundamental supports follows
from the form.of union organisation. The
unions reproduce internally all the
dominant hierarchies of capitalism, they
cultivate the passivity of their members
in the face of the ‘monopoly’ of the
representatives as regards any decisions
to be taken. They are one of the pieces
which makes capitalism a system where some
produce without managing and others manage
without producing. Cbvicusly union leaders
have frequently to appeal to the base for
support in particular negotiations {very

,_bIficfi.oveitaEen_in these negotiations by
ithe base). Sometimes it is the base itself
which takes the initiative, ridiculing
the claims of the union delegates and even-
of the union. In these cases the unions
are completely overtaken by the base of i
the workers. As long as the union officials
dominate the situation the workers are
relegated to e position of passivity and
it is‘thie form of union activity which is
so easily integrated into capitalism.

-_~ Collective week Contracts (1) are
perhaps the most important tasks of the
unions under capitalism and one of the
more modern ways of extracting relative
surplus value. What is important in these
contracts is not so much the possible wage
increases, but that they take place at
a certain phase of the financial year and
also that they form the basis of a pact by.
"the workers" ~ or at least the unions -
not to struggle over a certain period of
time. In this way such contracts form the
basis of a modern method for planning the
workforce and production.in general.

= Through such pacts the unions make the
cost of capitalist management cheaper and
become part of that management. "

., ,.*'
‘H

|, .

- _ I Under capitalism in.the American- '
' hemisphere (2) the unions form an integral

part of the struggle of Department Two
(consumer goods) against Department One
(raw materials, means of production, and
machinery). Everyone knows that capitalist
production needs a market. But there are
many types of markets. We can distinguish
between the type of market for industrial,
companies (raw materials, machines, and
other goods necessary for installation
purposes) and the type of market for
individuals (goods which are necessary
for survival, and in so far as is possible,

e for filling in free time). Dept. One l @
produces for the first type of market and.
Dept. Two for the second. Its an important‘
difference, because while on the one hand
all capitalists are interested in lowering~
real wages, on the other hand some ~
capitalists require that a certain buying
power is available. Here lies divergent
interests within the two Depts. In a _
"certain simplistic way, the firms of Dept.
One (selling to other firms) are
interested in an absolute reduction of
wages, while Dept. Two are only interested
in a relative one (since the letter
requires that the population in general
has a certain buying~power). (5) The

-I-

-I-

- .'.
_ I

The unions are thus, as e general rule on
the side of Dept. Two companies against
Dept. One. This is most obvious when the
two Dept;'e are in conflict. Perhaps the
most famous historical example is that of
193} Germany when the Nazi technocracy
supported by Dept. One took absolute
power against Dept.Two and the social-
democratic trade unions; or also Portugal
between l926_and 1955. (U1

'(Three) v -
. Given the complexity of this situation
the base movement is clearly ambivalent
in relation to the unions. On the one hand
the unions are useful in defending wages.
The base_is a constant, it exists wherever
there are workers who form a base. It
reaches as far as the base reaches. And
clearly this includes the unions. Workers,
as any worker knows, donit cease to be
workers just because they‘ve joined a
union, as some of those who are on the
extreme of the extreme left would like us
to believe. When we went out with a
cassette player to interview some workers
on a demo called by the unions (cf.
Combate No.#9) we saw that those present
on the demo met and discussed common
problems. They didn't cease to exist as a
base just because the demo was called by t
the unions. A proof of this, if proof were
necessary, is the fact that our
interviewer, when he began talking directly
to the workers and not to the union
delegates, the latter became extremely
angry and tried to stop the workers from
talking. Another proof is that although
the struggle was supposed to be led by the
unions it was the workers themselves who
took over the telexes and telephones to
contact other workers all over the country.
The bourgeoisie certainly, needs unions -
but is it this type of base activity that
they need? Union delegates are not always
sure of their folds and that in struggle
they won't be overtaken. The question of
whether one can be revolutionary within
the unions — the answer which seems most
correct is yes. One can be revolutionary
within the unions if one is always trying
to take the struggle outside the unions.
After all this is what happens under V
capitalism in general; revolutionary -,
activity starts withih capitalism, but as
it develops and unfolds the workers create
new egalitarian and communist relations
amongst themselves, going beyond capitalism
and creating a new society outside of
capitalism and against it.

Those comrades who pat off the unions
as acting only in the interests of '
capitalism forget that the base-movement
is also active in these struggles (clearly
as long as they are not pure talks or
negotiations between.union delegates and
capitalists and workers are actively
involved), and that the workers can go
beyond the union leadership.

Finally workers have a completely
utilitarian attitude to union organisations
- they can use them or they can go beyond
them.

.____________________________________
Footnotes : (1) Work contracts made and
negotiated by unions and management by"

(Cont.Over)
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sectors of industry. Generally they
involve 7-45 different wage scales
within the sector.
(2) Clearly in the pure type of
state capitalism (Ohina,USSB etc)
unions are different and only a
purely repressive function.
(5) Simple terms because even Dept
One after a certain point, has
identical interests with Dept. Two.
given that the latter is a market
for its products. But this
simplistic view suffices to show
the inter-capitalistic struggle.

(A) Reflux is a term for the period
of decreased and decreasing class
struggle after a period of intense
class struggle - for example in
Britain after the winter of
discontent 1978-9.
(B) Nov.25th 1975 - date of a
right wing military coup marking
the end of the period of autonomous
workers struggles. Coup leader was
Gen} Ramalho Eanes — last year

su port.
((3%) Surplus value can be roughly
understood as profit. as far as
this discussion is concerned.
MarX pointed out the difference-
between Absolute and Surplus
Relative surplus value. It relates

voted president with O.P & socialist

to the different ways of extracting
profits. By forcing workers tog
work longer or for less money
(Absolute) or forcing them to
work harder or through mechanisat—
l?3, roduce more in the dame
time €Belative).
(D) The whole discussion of Dept.
One and Two is highly abstract e
(pased on very abstract categories
in Marx's economics). A little

thought will show that Oombate's
attempt to apply it to real life
are dubious. For example. to say
that unions are ‘as a general rule
on the side of Deptl Two companies
 against Dept. One‘ overlooks that
its normally Dept. One companies
that are highly unionised w often
1n marked contrast to Dept. Two.
While discussion of the place of
unions within the arguments within
the ruling class is obviously
uSeful, this doesn't frankly 
contribute to it very much.

Brixton

Events in Brixton have two
particular features of interest
to the LNG. The attempt to ‘blame’
them on unemployment and the
attempt to blame them on outside
agitators (other than the police)
— speciffically ‘white anarchists’
In this context we reprint below
a paragraph from the paper Xtra
(issue 8) which demolishes the
first argument. And overleaf we
reprint the leaflet produced by
some Brixton anarchists in answer
to the second argument.

"The police are unable to cope
with people who just hang around.
just as the state is unable tr
to cope with those who are unwill-
ing to work, or who refuse to fit
in with the norm. The police in
Brixton felt threatned by the
sight of people talking, sitting "
and standing on the street — their
reaction to it was and is vicious.
stupidity. The press, social work-
ers etc claim unemployment as the
‘problem’. But the problem is I
society; A society which holds 1
its morality in and around thee
work ethic and which is unwilling
to accept anyone who won't or »
can't hold to that idea. The .
police are the psychopathic tools
of that society — the big blunt
hammer it uses.

The press reaction to the
BriXtoh_scene follows the same
pattern.(...) They try to show it
up as an isolated incident. But
the situation is the same all over
London and most of the country.
Its just that the people of
Lambeth aren't willing to take it
anymore, whereas everywhere else
anger is repressed or diverted."

—i'i'i 

Elections - A Stupid Jok§L

Q - Who is going to win the French
elections ? T

A - Paris. I
Q - Why Paris ?
A - Because French elections are

always won by the Capital of
France.

-. 1-
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1,000 people y » mainly black youth being 'stop'pMed“and searched). o o __ p, p
After an incident in Reilton Road one Friday 10th, an incident lwllich was being dealt with by local people, the police

arrived and started making trouble. This resurlted in-an occupation force of police descending on the Front Line on Saturday
,1 lth April. The cops sat there all day waiting for trouble. Then at about 5.00 in the afternoon they provoked it.

h The response of the local coznmunity “was immediate and udeclsive. “These are our streets and we won’t take any
more police oppression.” This response was spontaneous and there were no leaders or outside agitators. The police occupation
force was attacked and routed. It was ajoyoos-occasion as people felt that here, for the first tizne, they were taking part
in mass direct action to control the streets of their community and were succeeding.

‘A This mass action, at first an attack on the immediate enemy, the police, rippled out into the market and main road
areas and people, so long denied the full fruits, of their labour, took what they wanted- The size of this action was such
that the police were overwhelmed. The people off Brixtop were proving that the State is not immlnerable. Withmaterials
which were readily available to everyone they had the police on the run. For most of Saturday evening the Front Line was a
no-go area. The pol_ice,“out'numbered, bewildered and scared, concentrated their efforts on holding operations, the chief
one being the defence of the police station. This allowed people to take what they wanted right from under the noses of the
police. Usually the police put the protection of property beforepeople but on that festive night they were forced to change
their priorities l they had to save their own necks first and the goodsiin the shops came second. They became so worried
that C.S. gas and a military advisor a naval officer were brought to Bri:-tron police station. '

The following day Sunday, saw a repeat of the previous day’s defence of the community and a in co le took what. , l . - , .. . - we s. QB P P
i theyilineeded.-' The police" meanwhile had drafted in an extra 1,000 personnel. The whole of Brixton was sealed off and under

ctc“l.1pation’.’ H ' , ‘ A ' -0 =. A
' 1' ' We do not pretend that the;_weckend’s events were all positive. We vlrould like to see a situation where anti-social

7, ‘facts (rape, intimidation oflcontmunity members by others etc) are dealt with by the local community and not by any
, external authority such as the police. The stabbing incident of Friday, 10th was being taken care of by local people until the
police arrived and provoked trouble; ' .
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l  o P _ A i ‘ A  V The responses of the authorities
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I - -I '‘ The attempt by the authorities to calllthe. events of the weekend a ‘race riot’ fell flat immediately. So then they

itiiittifiiwikifitikifitiitiiiiiifiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiii

-The week preceding theiicts had seen’ in’"15¢1~és§e ‘lhcflalready, intense policing of the streets of, Brixton. (On Friday
3rd April Railton Road was sealed off ins ipolice raid‘; a.ll*that~wcelt Operation Swamp 81 had been going on resulting in

tried to blame outside agitators’ and lwhite anarchists’ for the whole thing. This was a crude attempt to distract attention
from the real problems vnith the implicit assumption that local “police -~ conmmnity relations are so good that trouble could
only be started by outsiders: !_-in obvions lie. It also assnmes that the local comrnunityare incapable of taking the actions they
carried out so well. A double lie. . . ' A - H l - _ * ' ‘ -
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1 p. Let us stress again that the riots ..were a spontaneous, un~led response of local people -- black and white, female and
rrlale, young and old to the militarisation of the streets of Briicton by the Metropolitcao Police and also a re onse a ‘ st
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_ _ _, 5P 931"the kind of society in which such everyday cppre;ssion__is part. . t p is e " *
We live here and are part of this commnnityf. As anarchists we believe people should take, control of every aspect of

their liveswithout the mediation of cops, governments, m,or§ey,. bo_ss_e,s,-pclitical part_ies~etc_ Where we differ from other so-
called revolutionary groups is that we believegthe State and itsagents - cops, soldiers, bureaucrats etc -»-; are parasites and
enemies of the people and that direct action is tgheway people start to take control of their lives. _ * '

' I
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The left-swing groups active in Brixton are forever calling for revolution but on Saturday llth they were nowhere to
be'seen.t_It was only after thecops had ‘cleared thc_strec.ts that they moved. in§nd claimed the riots as avictory. These groups
and various “community leaders” have apologiwd for the riots, claiming more money will solve the problems. However, the
problem is not simply bad housing and unemployment or even too many police on the streets. The problem goes much
deeper and is not just confined to Brixton it runs throughout class society. At home, at work, at school and in the
community generally, we are everywhere confronted with the rigid hierarc,hy_of power in terms ofgclass, sex and race. Every-~
‘where we are kept apart, the easier to be controlled. The Front l1..ine stretches further ‘than llrizttopn. It goes to Bristol, Belfast,
Berlin andbeyond. It is everywhere the policeand state authorities show theirlfeces. I. " , '
' , F (The common demand on Saturday night was for the police tofuck off froth our streets and release all those arrested
and drop all charges. The State’s response was “wepcontrol the streets and that's all there is to it". To keep the police off the
streets n}_gap_s___@ote *se1f~,activity..o£ Lhekind shown by the community Hover that tlveekend (Brixton Police Station, Qamberwell
Magistrates Court, Brixton.Prison, Barclays Bank the listppof mbl:-fish to be cleared away is &_l’ldlE£S). " it ‘ s y i

For*people"‘who live outside Briicton-who wish to express solidarity _->- you have police on your streets. '
Note: There are no photographs in this for obvious reasons.  A . A A  " "

_ ~ s , some sarxron ANARCHLSTS
i ' , '1- I l"' ‘Ii
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